HONEY W NASHAM CENTER FOR
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SERVICE

NOTEWORTHY

Co-Curricular Certificate Program

GW Ranks 2nd Nationally in
Scholarship.

Ranked 2nd in the category for Service.

based on what they do for the country. This year, GW was
financially impacted by the pandemic, you may be eligible for an opportunity to receive a $5k

If you're a student impact maker, working to make a difference in your community, and have been
Wells Fargo Student Impact Scholarship

Meet and learn from community organizations and find a cause, organization, or find a project that you are
passionate about and can get involved with.

Remote Saturday September 19th, 1:00pm-3:00pm ET,
Fall Community Service Fair

Visit findaworkshop here.

Compassionate members of the GW community since 1999, working to promote

life-long sisterhood through service, completing service and leadership organization for undergraduate women. ESA

Rush Epsilon Sigma Alpha

You are interested in taking our quick volunteer matching quiz or

increase youth engagement in non-profit initiatives. Since March,

Connect & Serve Virtually

Challenge homepage


Challenge homepage

The IBM Call for

Code Challenge

is a DC-based 501(c)3 organization that aims to

is an Alternative Greek community


Open Positions At Nashman

Applications should be submitted on

technology hub for young professionals to engage with and solve global challenges.

The Nashman Center hosts an annual competition that provides select teams from colleges and universities across the U.S. with

resources and content experts to engage with and help bring ideas

world.

The GWTeach Program provides you with the opportunity to teach

activities, engaging, hands-on science and math lessons to local DC students!

The GWTeach Program

is an Alternative Greek community


Apply to the Raise Up GW Co-Curricular Certificate program! This program allows students to

across the Pathways of Public Service and Civic Engagement

and provides an opportunity for GW students to strengthen their civic leadership knowledge and skills

Apply to the Civic Leadership Certificate program! This program is hosted by the Nashman Center

Civic Leadership Certificate

Co-Curricular Certificate Program

NOTEWORTHY

Honey pathways into mitigation. This year's six-month

American Community College students are available to GWTeach students.

With GWTeach you can explore DC's communities and work with

engaging, hands-on science and math lessons to local DC students!

The GWTeach Program

Have a story, opportunity, or event you want to share?

Like to teach or tutor? Enjoy meeting people from other countries?

Washington English Center's

Make a difference in someone else's life as well as

share? Join the

Washington, DC
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